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AROUND THE TEAK REEF 
An interesting decision ha~ been made by is the man to send it to. You can reach him On hearing of Mervyn's donation, Klaas 
T.S.A., NaI?ely, that certificates of corn- at the address at the front of this magazine. Knop provided them the use f h' 
pete~ce be _issued to yachtsmen participat- * * * Wyche and Coppock Boat wh~h ~se ~e:S 
mg m maJ?r regattas. These certificates bought in the UK. 
ha_ve t~ be signed by the commodores of the It se~ms as though this magazine is We think that, that is what the sport of 
sa1lor_s cl~bs. responsible for making young men want to yachting is all about. Blood ood 

This action denotes some kind of respons- run away to sea, e.g. y g . 
ible thinking to ensure the safety of men and Dear Sir, * * * 
machines on the water. Too often have we I have been reading Yachtsman and other With winter upon us, most club sailors 
seen inexperienced 

1
achtsmen out of control sailing magazines for some time now. After s_pend Ion~ _a!'ternoons-supporting the club's 

at the helm, and presenting a threat to reading the article "To the Comores" in the hquor fac1ht1es. In the Yachtsman tradition 
others and to themselves. March issue, and your note at the end I of encouraging people to discover their 

In fact there has been talk for years about have decided: I want to sail - to So~th per_sonal-horizons, we herewith give you a 
various Governmental Departments (inter America, to Mauritius, to Europe - that recipe that should show you the floor from 
alia, Sport, Water affairs) exercising juris- doesn't matter so much. What matters is, close range. 
diction over safety on our recreational that I have got some money - enough to It was the winner of the Dutch Barmen's 
waters. But the principle that we should pay my part as a crew-member and if competition in 1972 at the Amsterdam 
impose our own discipline is far preferable necessary, an airplane ticket back to South Hil_ton, and is called, "Behind the wall," 
to that of bureaucratic interference. Africa. My problem is, is that I do not know which probably describes where you will be 

This decision can lead to some practical how to go about it. Should I advertise, or found after several of them. 
p~oblems, e.g., if a y'achtsman has just wait for an advertisement of someone l.Sozs Smirnoff Vodka. 
Joined a club and is not known to the looking for a crew member?" 1 oz Manaarine Napoleon 
commodore; if a yachtsman sails a different He goes on further: 1 oz Galiano liquor 
type of yacht from what he normally sails "I am a fourth year law student. The Pour into a tall glass and fill with ginger 
and in which he is not necessarily corn- varsity holidays ·are from approximately ale. Good luck. 
petent, say switching from a Sprog to a 25th . November to lOtti February. My ••• 
Hobiecat; and so forth. experience in sailing is very limited - but I 

But if the practical side can be worked am prepared to take a course in the July 
out, then the idea will certainly be a holidays," 
safeguard to yachtsmen at large. (Well said Gentlemen, Christof Heyns of 18 Plough 
E.R.Y.C.) Ave, Waterkloofridge, Pretoria, 0181, is a 

* • * desperate man. He has the dreaded wander

As of next iss·ue:Yachtsman RSA will be 
under the guiding hand of Richard Crockett 
as far as editorial content goes. Richard is ·a 
very familiar figure at most Natal and Cape 
yacht clubs throughout the year, and with 
his new appointment with Yachtsman 
magazine, we trust that he will became a 
familiar figure at most Transvaal Clubs this 
year. 

He is a very experienced sailor both in 
dinghies and keelers and is a man of great 
energy and expertise. 

I trust that the editorial content of 
Yachtsman will become better still with his 
appointment, and I, for one, look forward to 
being able to "read" Yachtsman instead of 
construct it each month. 

_ Should you wish to contribute copy or 
pictures, class news or e,xperiences, Richard 

lust that is dormant in all of us. Won't 
somebody help him to realize a dream that 
most of us have_? 

*** 
Yachting is a sport of gentlemen, as is 

frequently evidenced by incidents that reach 
?u~ ears, but one of the most sporting 
incidents that I have heard of lately is that of 
Mervyn Corbishley, who, after having been 
selected as the South African representative 
to the _Flying fifteen Worlds in England in 
Ju!y, km~ly donated his sponsored trip to 
Mike Wnght and Finola Lehane. 

Mike and Finola are normally to be found 
at the top of the fleet, but a recent 
importation of Epglish hulls outdated their 
existing boat, with the result that they were 
only able to achieve third place in the final 
selection regatta. 
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After astonding all the critics .with an 
excelent performance in Kadett Week 
Dave Cox and John Gordon-Thompson hav~ 
decided that the L26 needs more canvas. 
After con~ulting with angelo lavranos, it has 
been decided that the mainsail should be 
increased by l 0%, with the mast height 
being increased by 42cms 

This increase in sail area will ensure the 
L-26 performs even better in the medium 
conditions, as it has already established 
itself as a flyer in the light conditions, and 
canhold its own in the heavy winds. 

••• 
Line Honours in the Nedlloyd Spice Race in 
the non-stop division went to Flying Wilma 
after 65 days at Sea. Unfortunately she did 
not break the record set up by the Kelso of 
61 days between the Sunda Straits and the 
Straits of Dover. 

On the day flying Wilma finished, 
pr~ent broke her mast during a sudden 
tropical_ stor~. She is now heading for 
Monrovia which means she will no longer be 
a threat to flying wilma for Handicap 
Honours. ,. 

• 
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For a prospective crew, .sailing is many 

false visio.ns of romance, adventure, bikini
clad blondes and an endless supply of 
chilled lager. 

Many skippers when selecting their crew 
fail to remember the ancient adage that 
'whatever a man has in him, the sea will 
bring it out.' Whatever it is that 'comes out' 

the rest of the crew has to put up with, utten 
in a very confined space in which there is no 
way one can disassociate oneself from this 
character even for a few minutes. 

Skippers should attempt to select people 
who actually want to be there and who want 
to sail. Do they know what it is like to pound 
into a heavy sea and taste the salt on their 
faces? Can they sit for hours at a time in 
these conditions, or at the helm and have the 
whole yacht under their control ( or out of 
control)? Are they prepared to slip, slide and 
crawl around the foredeck at some ungodly 
hour of the morning, and still willingly come 
up on deck an hour later when it is their 
turn to stand watch? Will they wash up the 
mess someone else made in the galley and be 
available at any hour of the day or night to 
cope with any emergency? Do they really 
want to be in a confined space with 4 or 
more people and cope with the tensions and 
strains that inevitably occur? 

!fa prospective crew answers "no" to any 
one of these questions, the skipper should 
seriously consider his worth especially if 
recruiting a crew for a racing machine, as 
problems arise a lot quicker whilst racing. 

Aboard a yacht there is no room for each 
crew to have his own private space to be 
alone for a while. In fact there is always a 
con tant awareness of others habits. pecu
liarities. noise. smell and touch as everyone 
rubs shoulders in the confined space below 
decks. 

Why is it then that at the end of a race or 
cruise the crew complains and give many 
examples of how they were hard done by, 
and why so-and-so irritated them? 

Is it that the crews are chosen without 
much selection, or is it that the Skipper is 
incompetent? 

So often the crew do not have confidence 
in their skipper because they do not know 
what he expects of them. Many a new boat 
owner who has invested a large sum in a new 
yacht elects himself as Skipper, Helmsman 
and Navigator, when he should never really 
be any of these. Their appointment is by the 
divine right of possession ( ie the yacht) and 
because they want power that they can use 
over the crew. 

A contented crew needs a skipper who can 
make quick decisions and who ensures that 
the crew know exactly what is required of 
them. 

There are many factors that contribute to 
a good skipper who can maintain compat
ibility aboard a yacht for a long period. 

A skipper with much experience, a 
thorough knowledge of yachting and gener
ally a co_mpetant ability will always gain the 
respect and confidence of his crew. 

Without a thorough knowledge of what he 
is doing a skipper cannot clearly inform the 
crew of his intentions and what he expects 
from them. There is often a communication 
breakdown when the skipper himself is 
unaware of what he is doing. which can lead 
to the incorrect things being done, which in 
turn leads to chaos and endless shouting. A 
skipper must respect his crew's knowledge 
of yachting. and give orders in such a way 
that they do not offend the crew. 

Yachtsmen who are natural leaders and 
have some sensitivity will always make good 
skippers. Those who lack this knowledge 
and these qualities often make up for their 
inadaquancies by shouting, and giving 
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orders as if the crew were new recruits in the 
navy. 

Contrary to what they think. no skipper is 
exempt from the day to day chores that 
occur aboard a yacht. The skipper may be in 
charge of the yacht and give the or<lers but 
this uues not exempt him from cleaning the 
galley occasionally or cleaning the bilges. 

Too often the crew is selected because of 
their knowledge of yachting. and not 
whether they are compatible or whether they 
will obey all the skipper's orders. Often less 
experienced and willing crew are a better 
and more compatible choice. 

The compatible crew will respect the 
skipper, never shy away from any work. even 
if it involves cleaning the heads. are self 
motivated and rc~µunsible. and mo~t 
important of all realise that living in ciose 
quarters with other people involves more 
than courtesy. consideration and under
standing. 

Some advice for crew to help keep the 
peace is not to be the proverbial know-all. 
expecially when you know yourself that you 
really do not know much. It is easy to make 
a joke of most things. but beware of doing 
this at the expense of another crew member, 
especially the same one every time. Tell the 
rest of the crew. or the person concerned 
what actions of his make you impatient. 
Maybe he will tell you what actions of yours 
irritate him, and this will undoubtably help 
ensure a more pleasant relationship and a 
more enjoyable ride. 

Remember that aboard a yacht you 
cannot walk away from your problems or 
brood over them in solitude as there is 
nowhere to go. Even the top of the mast is 
not far enough away. 
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